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DIMENSIONAL LUMBER
DINGEWOOD. SIDING comes in a variety of profiles, widths, and sizes. Only FSC certified sustainable and
renewable woods are used.
DINGEWOOD. uses only the highest quality architectural coatings, to ensure gorgeous, realistically
weathered looking materials. Wood siding can be ordered with a topcoat for the highest quality nanotechnology exterior wood protection.
We are making sure more than just your cabinets last through our strict adherence to environmentally sensitive
manufacturing policies and procedures.

LUMBER INFORMATION

ARVHITECTURAL
WOOD PRODUCTS
DINGEWOOD siding is stunningly
beautiful and made from the highest FSC
quality materials. Our colors are unlike
anything else on the market, replicating
the look of authentic barnwood!
Wood can come in a WIDE range wood
species, so you can get the perfect wood
for your project. Not only that,
prefabricated, weathered wood comes
with unlimited supply and at a price you
can afford!





Red Cedar
Douglas Fir
Redwood
Alder






Hemlock
White Fir
Poplar
Pine

Wood is of such quality to be suitable for
commercial and residential spaces.
Numerous styles are available and can fit
any space stylistically. Our high
standards and workmanship ensure
complete client satisfaction.
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LUMBER INFORMATION
ORDERING INFORMATION





Lumber comes in nearly any wood species. Color choices are found
on our website or color sheet.
Lumber orders are run to order, inquire for lead time.
Orders can be placed by the square foot or pallet. (Smallest orders
begin at a half pallet.)
Factory finishes are available. We use two methods, depending on
whether color needs S4S application of just faces.
 S4S: Wood is run through a flood coat system and rack dried
before being palletized.
 Single Face: Color is applied using a spray application system,
for a consistent and beautiful finish.

SPECIFICATIONS








Widths: Typically, 4”, 6”, 8”
Lengths: Vary
Thickness: Solid wood only, starts at ½ “
Color Matching: Available
LEED credits available
Finishes: Raw Wood, or Factory Finishes Available
Made in America: Milled and coated in USA mills
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TEXTURES

WIRE BRUSHED

SAND BLASTED

PLAIN

CARVED
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DINGEWOOD
PH: 801. 427. 4450
EMAIL: Sales.Dingewood@gmail.com
MAILING: 1343 S 1110 W, Orem UT 84058

You can order DINGEWOOD products & Samples online or via phone.
www.DingeWood.Com | sales.dingewood@gmail.com | Phone: 801. 427. 4450

